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HUNDREDS OF SPITFIRES OUT THIS MORNING

Carrying on the air offensive from Britain this morning, hundreds of

R.A.F. Dominion and Allied Spitfires gave escort and cover to Bombers

attacking a variety of targets in France, Belgium and Holland,

As well as escorting American bombers, the Spitfires covered Mitchells

and Venturas to attack the'harbour at Boulogne.

In several of these attacks flak was reported by the Spitfire pilots
to be heavy, but very few fighters came up. "Bombing results, excellent,"
*was a general verdict of the pilots who had a grandstand view of the

delivery of bombs.

Spitfire pilots who observed an attack on Rouen saw many hits across ,
the yards and on wagons parked in sidings and an oil fire started to the

north of the target.

On the way back, one of the Spitfire section-loaders load trouble with

his oxygen equipment and he "blacked out." His aircraft ’went into a spin

and, not knowing what was wrong, the rest of his section dived after him.

At about 3,000 feet the leader recovered and, having got so far, took

his section down further to shoot up a locomotive and trucks near Yvetot.

The attack on Boulogne was made in two waves at a few minutes interval

and the bombing again was seen to be excellent. After the Mitchells had

dropped their bombs across the harbour basin and hit an E-boat shelter,

our fighters saw a large orange red flash from an explosion.

The second wave, this time of Venturas, hit the dry dock and our

fighters saw fires and smoke rising from the quay-side.

Our fighters and fight or-bombers also carried out extensive sweeps

over occupied territory but the Luftwaffe did not come up in anything like

strength or stay to fight when they did.

A wing of Typhoon fighters and fighter-bombers detailed to raid

marshalling yards at Serqueux, after probing for a gap in the clouds found

their way successfully to the target despite intense light flak, and bombs

wore placed accurately across the track and on the railway sheds.

Off Berneval on the return Journey the leader of the wing and another

pilot dived to attack an E-boat on which they obtained several hits with

their four cannon.


